
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Welcome to the 1st Digital Rheumatology Day in Lausanne! 
  
We are delighted that you made the way to Lausanne today for a stimulating 
scientific workshop with leaders in the field. 
This meeting is the first of its kind. It aims to bring physicians, scientists, data 
manager and industry together in order to discuss the presence and future of digital 
applications in rheumatology. 
  
The field is broad – from E-diagnosis to new Apps for patient reported outcome and 
artificial intelligence of all sorts. We are all curious what this will mean for our patient 
care and our professional role. So please don’t hesitate to ask questions at the end of 
each talk and take the opportunity to interact with each other’s during each pause. 
We would most likely have more questions than answers yet. However, any big 
journey starts with a first step. 
  
We hope that will enjoy keynote lectures as well as the scientific session and 
following round table discussion in the beautiful venue of the Olympic Museum. 
  
  
Yours sincerely, 
 
 

                    
 
Prof. Thomas Hügle    Prof. Didier Hans 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 



Program 

Keynote lectures 

09:30 – 09:50    Demystification the digital health world     
   Thomas Hügle, Lausanne                    
            

09:50 - 10:30    Digital needs, fears and possible solutions in rheumatology   
   - from rheumatologists` perspective  Ulrich Walker, Basel 

                           - from a patients’ perspective   Janos G. Kozma, Morges 
 

10:30 – 10:50   Digital RA – prediction and therapy by artificial intelligence?   
  Jacob van Laar, Utrecht 
 

10:50 - 11:20      Morning refreshment and networking break (Club Coubertin)               

11:20 - 11:40    Digital lessons learned from musculoskeletal radiology                
   Patrick Omoumi, Lausanne 
 

11:40 - 12:00    Big data: possibilities and threats for complex disease genetics  
   Zoltan Kutalik, Lausanne 
 

12:00 - 12:20    Artificial intelligence in health       
   Marcel Salathé, Geneva                             
 

12:20 - 13:20     Lunch and time for discussion (Club Coubertin)     

Research and application  

13:20 - 13:40   Developing fine-grained actigraphy’s for rheumatoid arthritis patients 
  from a single accelerometer using machine learning, sensors   
  Javier Andreu Perez, Colchester 
 

13:40 - 14:00    Detection of flares by decrease in physical activity, collected using 
   wearable activity trackers, in rheumatoid arthritis or axia 
   spondyloarthritis: an application of Machine-Learning analyses in 
   rheumatology      
   Hervé Servy, Gémenos 
 

14:00 - 14:20   Deep Learning meets Rheumatology: new methods to predict disease  
  progression in arthritis        
  Maria Hügle, Freiburg   
                               



14:20 - 14:40   Digital detection of drug adverse events in rheumatology - a whole 
     population analysis 

 Paul Hasler, Aarau        
 

14:40 - 15:00   Effects of patient app use on quality of care in rheumatic diseases 
  Yomei Shaw, Geneva                
                            

15:00 - 15:40     Afternoon refreshment and networking break (Club Coubertin)              
                         
15:40 - 16:00   Automated image analysis in RA      

  Richard Ljuhar, Vienna                 
                  

16:00 - 16:20    ELECTOR - eHealth in Rheumatology. Patients with rheumatoid arthritis  
   acquire sustainable skills for home monitoring     
   Marie Skougaard, Copenhagen 
 

16:20 - 16:40     Return of experience: what are the digital tools available to train HCPs,  
   Xavier Abadie, Bordaux                               
         

16:40 - 17:00     Virtual reality applications for pain and rheumatic disorders 
   Arnd Kleyer, Erlangen        
 

17:00-17:15       Differential Diagnosis Assessment in Ambulatory Care with the 
    Automated Medical History-taking device "Diaana", supported by a 
    Pilot Randomized Study 

                 Adrien Schwitzguébel, Lausanne       
    
17:15 - 18:00     Podium discussion: Digital revolution - should we push or stop it?                           

    Valeria Da Luca, Basel                              
       Didier Hans, Lausanne    

    Thomas Hügle, Lausanne  
    Axel Frinckh, Geneva 
    Marcel Salathé, Geneva  

                           Thomas Wilckens, Kadima  
                                 
18:00 - 20:00     Cocktail dinatoire and network (TOM Café) 

 

 

 



Abstracts 

 

09:30 – 09:50  
Demystification of the digital health world 
  
Will artificial intelligence change medicine completely? What is behind digital 
biomarker or digital therapies? I will discuss those questions by deciphering 
techniques and architecture of e-health applications and their implication on patient 
care as well as our work as doctors. A data-driven digital cycle is about to rise, 
offering assistance from rapid diagnosis over automated disease monitoring to 
personalized treatment. The role of patients and rheumatologists will change – but in 
which way? 

 

 

09:50 – 10:30  
Digital needs, fears and possible solutions in rheumatology  
                                  
This presentation provides an overview of new technologies and the utility of 
electronic devices and aids to patients, rheumatologists, and the interaction of both. 
The impact of telemedicine and telemonitoring and on clinical outcomes is reviewed. 
The talk ends with an outlook into the future by examining the chances of e-
Rheumatology and barriers to its implementation.  
 

Prof. Thomas Hügle                    
University Hospital Lausanne 
Lausanne, Switzerland 

Prof. Ulrich Walker                    
University Hospital Basel                    
Basel, Switzerland 
 



 
 
11:20 – 11:40  
Digital lessons learned from musculoskeletal radiology 
 
This talk will give an overview of the current applications of AI specifically 
in musculoskeletal imaging. Potential future developments will be covered, as well 
as typical challenges associated with implementing AI solutions in imaging. 
 

 
 
11:40 – 12:00  
Big data: possibilities and threats for complex disease genetics 
 
I will introduce genome-wide association studies (GWAS) that facilitated the discovery 
of thousands of genetic variants associated with complex human diseases. These 
studies revealed that hundreds, if not thousands, of genetic markers influence common 
diseases with minor individual contribution, but cumulatively their effects are 
approaching the narrow-sense heritability of these traits. With study sizes approaching 
hundreds of thousands samples and for each dozens of millions of genetic variants 
available, the analysis of the generated data has become computationally challenging. 
In this talk, I will highlight that large studies enabled us to massively narrow down the 
search for disease causing genetic variants, be it common or rare and exemplify it 
through gout, osteoarthritis and classical anthropometric traits. The information on 
thousands of genetic variants can be combined together to predict disease 
predisposition, which may have clinical utility for common diseases. However, examples 
emerge where the genetic predictors seem to have overestimated performance, 
notably for the estimation of educational attainment. Finally, I will explain how GWAS 
can facilitate the identification of key risk factors for such common diseases and reveal 
key determinants of human longevity. 
 

Dr. Partick Omoumi 
University Hospital Lausanne 
Lausanne, Switzerland 

 

Prof. Zoltan Kutalik 
University Hospital Lausanne 
Lausanne, Switzerland 
 
 



 

12:00 – 12:20  
Artificial intelligence in health 
 
AI is everywhere - but is that always a good thing? In the health domain, the 
permissible nature of AI development has created a “Wild West” situation where 
thousands of apps and open algorithms are floating around the the web and the app 
stores, confusing patients, physicians, and regulators. The ITU / WHO Focus Group “AI 
for health” aims to provide clarity by introducing community-driven benchmarking 
into the loop. In this talk, I will outline the overall idea and show how this could work. 
 

 

13:20 – 13:40  
Developing fine-grained actigraphy’s for rheumatoid arthritis patients from a  
single accelerometer using machine learning, sensors 
 
Standard protocols of clinical examination for rheumatoid arthritis (RA) makes difficult 
the evaluation of the evolution of the disease. It is widely known that Rheumatoid 
Arthritis (RA) is a disease that heavily affects the mobility and activity patterns from 
patients. Wearable sensors present a promising opportunity for health applications, to 
enhance therapeutic treatments by enabling real-time decision making. However, 
continuous long-term physical activity monitoring does not come without hurdles. The 
number of internal sensors and communications needs are inversely correlated to the 
battery-life of the device. Simple sensor configurations are usually preferred for long-
term monitoring, augmenting the measurement uncertainty. Fortunately, machine 
learning can help to make of less more if the learning process is designed properly. In 
this talk I will go into successful methodological practices and a learning framework to 
boost recognition accuracy of fine-grained physical activities from RA patients wearing 
a single accelerometer, while making use of healthy (control) and RA patients data. 
 

Prof. Marcel Salathé                     
Ècole Polytechnique Fédérale (EPFL 
Geneve, Switzerland 

Dr. Javier Andreu-Perez 
University of Essex 
Colchester, United Kingdom 



 
 
13:40 – 14:00 
Detection of flares by decrease in physical activity, collected using wearable  
activity trackers, in rheumatoid arthritis or axial spondyloarthritis: an 
application of Machine-Learning analyses in rheumatology  
 
The evolution of rheumatoid arthritis (RA) and axial spondyloarthritis (axSpA) is 
marked by alternated periods of flares and stable disease activity.  
  
The ActConnect (France) study that will be presented to the audience, was a 3-
months longitudinal study of patients with either RA or axSpA where patient-
reported flares were assessed weekly and physical activity was collected continuously 
using a connected activity tracker.  The objective was to assess longitudinally the 
association between patient-reported flares and activity-tracker provided continuous 
flows of steps per minute, using machine-learning.  
  
As a result, this study demonstrated that patient-reported flares were strongly linked 
to physical activity and that machine-learning processing of patient-level physical 
activity can be used to detect flares with great accuracy.  Furthermore, this study also 
demonstrated the usefulness of machine-learning applied to large rheumatology 
datasets.  
  
This pilot application of machine-learning to physical activity assessment will open 
the way to future studies that some will be shared with the audience. 
 
 
 

 
 
Moderation 

Hervé Servy 
SANOÏA 
Gémenos, France 

 

Dr. Alexandre Dumusc                    
University Hospital Lausanne 
Lausanne, Switzerland 



 
 
14:00 – 14:20  
Deep Learning meets Rheumatology: new methods to predict disease 
progression in arthritis 
 
Over the last years, deep learning and artificial intelligence became driving forces in 
healthcare, pharmacology and other medical-related fields. In this talk, I will give a 
short introduction to machine learning and deep learning methods and how they can 
be applied to the field of rheumatology. Additionally, I will present a new approach to 
predict disease progression in patients with rheumatoid arthritis and concomitant 
osteoarthritis using deep neural networks. 

 

 

14:20 – 14:50 
Digital detection of drug adverse events in rheumatology - a whole population 
analysis 
 
The analysis of drug side effects is usually based on the results of registration trials, 
registry data, reporting to pharmacovigilance systems or various samplings of 
populations. 
Given a search engine addressable routine patient file database, we have initiated an 
approach to identify side effects of drugs in a rheumatology unit. 
The patient base comprises 13’000 cases, which can be search within individual cases 
or across the whole population. 
Searches can be designed with screening parameters and the cases identified 
clinically profiled for evaluation. 
Quality control issues can be evaluated and, if appropriate for further analysis, 
studied in detail for correlations and predisposing factors. 

Prof. Paul Hasler                    
Kantonsspital Aarau 
Aarau, Switzerland  

Dr. Maria Hügle 
Neurorobotics Lab                        
Freiburg, Germany 
 



 
 

 
 
14:40 – 15:00 
Effects of patient app use on quality of care in rheumatic diseases 
 
Mobile apps can be used to collect patient-reported outcomes outside of the clinic, 
enabling patients and their physicians to track disease status between visits. Would 
using such apps improve quality of care for patients? We explored this question in 
the Swiss Clinical Quality Management in Rheumatic Diseases registry (SCQM), which 
in 2015 began offering its participants 2 mobile apps, iDialog and COmPASS, to 
collect data on disease and health status between rheumatology visits. Both apps are 
linked to the registry database, and physicians can access patients' data entries. This 
talk will present the results of a study investigating the impact of the SCQM apps on 
patient provider relationship and disease management. We conducted multivariable 
logistic regressions to compare outcomes among 3 groups of patients: those who 
had 1) used an SCQM app for at least 6 months and discussed app data with their 
physician (app + discussion group), 2) used an SCQM app for at least 6 months and 
did not discuss app data with their physician (app only group), or 3) did not use any 
SCQM app (non-app users). We examined the following dichotomized outcomes: 
maximum satisfaction with physician engagement with shared decision making and 
following the evolution of the disease, low disease activity at the most recent SCQM 
visit, disease activity improvement in the last year of followup, and treatment 
intensification (adding/increasing the dose of a disease-modifying antirheumatic 
drug, or DMARD) in the last 6 months of followup. 
 
 
 
 

Dr. Yoemi Shaw 
University of Geneva Hospitals 
Geneva, Switzerland 

 
 



 

15:40 – 16:00 
Automated image analysis in RA 
 
Evaluating X-ray images for musculoskeletal disease parameters is a time consuming 
process, often requiring a manual grading of radiological findings. This can result in 
subjective disease assessments, depending on the available time and experience of 
the medical professional. Artificial Intelligence (AI) has the potential to automate such 
manual processing steps, providing reproducible and standardized image gradings 
for the physician. A software performs a pre-analyzes of the X-ray images of the 
musculoskeletal system for abnormalities and provides within seconds a diagnosis 
proposal. The physician then decides on the further procedure. In this presentation, 
an overview about the such a software and its performance for the use case knee-
osteoarthritis (as well as hand and hip analysis) will be given.  
 

 

16:20 – 16:40 
ELECTOR – eHealth in Rheumatology.  
 
Rheumatoid arthritis is the most common chronic inflammatory joint disease 
affecting about 3.500.000 individuals across the European Union. The ELECTOR - 
eHealth in Rheumatology project is a part of the Horizon 2020 Programme, and set to 
develop and implement an eHealth platform for home-based monitoring of patients 
with rheumatoid arthritis.   

Dr. Richard Ljuhar 
ImageBiopsy Lab  
Vienna, Austria 

Dr. Marie Skougaard 
University Hospital Bispebjerg Frederiksberg 
Frederiksberg, Denmark 
 
 



Through a series of clinical studies and real-life pilot testing, feasibility and applicability 
are investigated in order to improve utilization of healthcare resources in a clinical 
setting by optimizing monitoring and therapy. This lecture will focus on results from 
the conducted studies and future perspectives of home-based monitoring of 
rheumatoid arthritis.  
 

 
 
16:20 – 16:40  
Return of experience: what are the digital tools available to train HCPs 
 
In the recent years, several evolution have transformed the way we all learn. Digital 
innovations, MOOCs, strong decrease in the access prices to many technologies have 
made it a lot easier to access knowledge and share it.  
In the same time, the amount of medical knowledge is said to double every 6 to 8 
years...and our agendas are shortening as we all feel we have less and less time... 
 
Medical Education digitalisation is therefore compulsory and should answer 3 main 
objectives: 
 
- Be as close as possible to the Students and HCPs needs 
- Decrease the medical risks: "never the first time with the patient" 
- Decrease the costs related to initial and continuous training 
 
During the session we will examine the different existing tools and their usages, from 
screen based virtual patient consultations to VR based scenarios, Serious games.... 
 

Xavier Abadie 
SimforHealth 
Bordeaux, France 



 
 
16:40 – 17:00 
Virtual reality applications for pain and rheumatic disorders 

Imaging techniques such as Ultrasound, MRI or CT not only play an important role for 
diagnostics, but also help understanding pathophysiological processes of rheumatic 
diseases such as rheumatoid arthritis (RA) or psoriatic arthritis (PsA) on the 
musculoskeletal system. However only a very limited time is serverd during university 
career for students to actually faced real patients and have time to make their mind 
about disease and impact of the disease on patients life. In order to demonstrate the 
impact of the disease on the skeletal bone, which are often difficult for the student to 
understand and to learn sustainably, a Virtual Reality Application (Virtual 
Rheumatology) was developed. It enables the presentation of CT and MRI data of real 
patients within a virtual reality world designed for students and rheumatologists. The 
students can eperience pathognomonic changes such as peripheral osteoporosis, bone 
erosions. joint anklyosis and osteophytes in an interactive way and by that is able to 
learn sustainably. In addition, the VR application also offers teachers a new way of 
transferring knowledge. With this talk, I would like to introduce a new VR application 
on the rheumatology field, where you can experience pathologic bone changes on the 
basis of real patient data and discuss issues regarding the implementation in student 
courses or even to teach young rheumatologists. 
 

Dr. Arnd Kleyer 
University Hospital Erlangen                        
Erlangen, Germany 



 

17:00 – 17:15 
Differential Diagnosis Assessment in Ambulatory Care with the Automated  
Medical History-taking device "Diaana", supported by a Pilot Randomized 
Study 
 
Automated medical history-taking devices might increase the quality of medical 
consultations by providing physicians an exhaustive high-quality standardized 
anamnesis and differential diagnosis. In synergy with the physician's anamnesis and 
clinical evaluation, the computerized system is designed to increase the quality of the 
patient's management. Moreover, it might allow the physician to spare some time on 
some aspects of the anamnesis (medication, antecedents, ...). A novel automated 
medical history-taking devices, called "Diaana", provides to the physician an exhaustive 
anamnesis summary, as well as a differential diagnosis list including triggerising and 
factorising factors. All complaints potentially apparented to the musculoskelettal 
system are explored and taken in consideration by "Diaana". A first randomized trial 
which was performed in Geneva University Hospitals outpatients unit and considering 
the accuracy of the resident's differential diagnosis allowed to confirm the potential 
usefullness of computerized systems like "Diaana". 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dr. Adrien Schwitzguébel 
University Hospital Lausanne 
Lausanne, Switzerland    



17:15 – 18:00  
Podium Discussion: Digital revolution – should we push or stop it? 
 

                         
 
 

                                   
 
 

 
 
 

 
                             
 
               
 
 
 

 

Prof. Didier Hans 
University Hospital Lausanne                    
Lausanne, Switzerland 

Valeria De Luca 
Novartis Pharma AG  
Basel, Switzerland 
 

 

Prof. Oktan Ekinci  
F. Hoffmann-La Roche Ltd 
Basel, Switzerland 

 

Prof. Thomas Hügle                    
University Hospital Lausanne 
Lausanne, Switzerland 

Prof. Axel Frinckh  
University Hospital Geneve  
Geneve, Switzerland 

 

Dr. Thomas Wilckens 
InnVentis Ltd. 
Kadima, Israel 

Prof. Marcel Salathé                     
Ècole Polytechnique Fédérale (EPFL) 
Geneve, Switzerland 
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Conference Organization 

 

Sina Reis-Balikcioglu 
sina.reis@digitalrheumatolgy.org 


